A Flame Gone too Far

This is my detailed account of what I like to call, “A Flame Gone too Far”.  What began as a simple public ribbing on a local mailing list turned into something far more sinister.  Below is an email by email account along with my personal commentary on what occurred.  I will skip some of the initial mailing postings and proceed directly to my original email in order to save some time.  

Background:  

A member of the UCLUG (Upstate Carolina Linux Users Group) mailing list who goes by the handle of “Cougar” posts a message in which he asks the group to help him determine why a particular game isn’t working for him.  After a few hours of no responses, Cougar becomes impatient and posts a follow up message in which he sarcastically wonders if any of the geniuses  on the list have the skill necessary to help him.

Keep in mind that cougar has a history of being impatient when it comes to his problems.  He is usually cordial when a solution is handed to him in a timely manner.  However sometimes it is not.  This is primarily because the UCLUG is composed of Linux enthusiasts who enjoy helping each other out and learning from one another on occasion.  Sadly, cougar treats the mailing list as his personal source of technical support.

Soon after cougar’s follow up email, a reply was posted speculating on several solutions one of which suggested that cougar may be missing some required files.  At this point I took it upon myself to search for the solution to cougar’s problem.  Originally cougar had posted the error message that the game produced when it refused to load.  By inputting the error message directly into google, I was able to locate the solution to cougar’s problem within no more than 30 seconds.  He was indeed missing some files.

Below is the complete text of my original email:

Thu, 05 Dec 2002 15:31:49 -0700
From: "Jay Little" <jaylittle@jaylittle.com>
To: <uclug@uclug.org>
Subject: RE: [UCLUG] Is there even *one* person on the list who...

Your answer is right here:

http://zerowing.idsoftware.com/linux/q3a/#pk3

"If you get one of these errors after installing Quake III Arena or Return To Castle Wolfenstein, it means that the engine didn't find all the required .pk3 files. Either you didn't copy them, or you copied them to the wrong place. Check the INSTALL instructions for the game for more details, make sure they are in baseq3/ for quake3 (missionpack/ for TA files) and main/ for Return To Castle Wolfenstein."

In otherwords you didn't copy all the required data files into the baseq3 directory.  I found this in 30 seconds by using the following google search:

"Couldn't load default.cfg" quake linux

J

A few hours later cougar posted his reply:

Thu, 05 Dec 2002 19:42:31 -0500
From: Cougar <cougaram@charter.net>
To: uclug@uclug.org
Subject: [UCLUG] Q3 install problem solved

Finally got Q3 up and running. I finally found what all the 'brains' and doc writers left out... that there were several pak that needed to be unzipped. 
Kinda lame that they left out that 'trivial' info. After unzipping, the game runs like a champ! Frame rates? How does 96-98 fps @ 1024X768 and 24 bits sound? (Now, does anyone know how to jack up the Gforce bus and clock speeds??? *grin*)

Cougar

Apparently cougar disregarded our earlier suggestions and decided that our explanation of “missing files” is somehow different from “files of a different name in a different format”.  Most reasonable people can easily see how these two solutions are actually one in the same – but cougar didn’t and his sarcasm irritated me.

Thu, 05 Dec 2002 18:22:35 -0700
From: "Jay Little" <jaylittle@jaylittle.com>
To: "'Cougar'" <cougaram@charter.net>, <uclug@uclug.org>
Subject: RE: [UCLUG] Q3 install problem solved

Nobody told you that?  I told you that a few hours ago.  It took me 30 seconds to find it on google.  Well its good to know at least some of us are able to obtain the easy answers.  Wait a minute.... as I recall cougar told me the following on 9/26/2002 at 11:58 PM:

"I give up. The hell with you. (filters on)"

So for those of you reading this - feel free to forward this email onto cougar.  Its amazing that he can set up mail filters but he can't manage to read some simple Q3 install instructions or use google correctly.

J

P.S.  Don't get mad - he's filtering my mail straight to the trash anyway.  I guess the joke is on him.

A few months ago cougar and I had a private conversation which went downhill rather quickly.  At the end of it all cougar simply resolved to begin filtering my email rather than continue to discuss the topic at hand.   I assumed for his benefit that that was the case now and this is why he didn’t acknowledge my earlier email.  I was mistaken:

Thu, 05 Dec 2002 20:46:29 -0500
From: Cougar <cougaram@charter.net>
To: jaylittle@jaylittle.com
Subject: YOU FUCKING ASSHOLE!

You have GOT to be about the biggest asshole I have ever known! Did I direct that email at your sorry ass? And where in the fucking name of hell is ANY info in the docs about having to unzip anything???  HELL NO! You know what you need? You need a damned good BITCH SLAP! FUCK YOU!!!! 

COUGAR

Funnily enough, later cougar claims that I provoked him.  My response was not terribly mature but it sounded quite funny to me at the time:

If your dick was any bigger you would have a clit.

Cougar’s response:

At least I have one... YOU GOD DAMNED PUSSY!!!!

At this point what he have here is a typical flame war.  Nothing more and nothing less.  And so it continues:

You know you are nothing more than a pathetic piece of trash.  I mean honestly dude you really are the laughing stock of the list.  Several people wrote me to congratulate me on showing you just how easy it is to use google since its become painfully obvious that you are unable to help yourself.  So call me an asshole if it makes you feel better but in your case a little common sense and the ability to read can go a LONG way.

Nobody told you that you had to unzip the files?!?!?!  Are you retarded?  When is the last time you ever ran a game directly out of a zip file?  Talk trash all you want and make idle threats but I'll always be content knowing that you wouldn't be able to even boot your computer if the button wasn't color coded.

J

P.S. Nice handle fucktard - I liked Top Gun when I was about 12 years old.

Several people had written me to congratulate me on the list.  For how unpopular I seemed to be at times (due to my continuing respect for Microsoft despite my appreciation of linux) Cougar was generally regarded as one of those people who probably shouldn’t be using a computer.  For every solution he had been handed over the last year and a half he seemed unable to actually learn anything.  And so it goes:
Fuck you, cunt. I've also had a few emails telling me what an *ASSHOLE* you are. (they were right!)  I'm not the 1st on the list to see you that way. 
Again I say, FUCK YOU!

Cougar

Perhaps he did.  It didn’t really matter at this point since my response was bounced back to me.  Cougar had begun filtering me again.  Satisfied that this flame war was complete I went to bed.  However the next morning I received an email from an unknown address which contained the following content:

Date: Fri, 6 Dec 2002 06:17:23 -0800 (PST)
From: Doberman Lover <doberman_2000_us@yahoo.com>
Subject: A warning and promise for you
To: jaylittle@jaylittle.com

Jay, you're a very lucky little cunt today and I am writing this to warn you... it is NOT a threat, it is a promise. I know where you live (2950 E North St) and if I *EVER* see another flame from you in ANY way, fashion, form, or public forum *EVER* again, i *WILL* come after you. That is NOT a threat but a solemn PROMISE of retribution. You're pretty brave kid sitting behind the kb of a pc but you being a punk kid just a few years out of tech school, you have absolutely *NO* idea of who or what you are up against. I repeat, if I *EVER* see another flame from you in ANY way, fashion, form, or public forum *EVER* again, I PROMISE you that I *WILL* come after you! You may take this email to authorities if you like but I assure you, they WILL say there is nothing they can do unless I *DO* bring harm to you and I assure you, I
have absolutely no fear of any jail or imprisonment my retribution might bring. You seem like a fairly intelligent kid and you probably have a fruitful and bright future ahead... DON'T BLOW IT!!! My advice to you is this; TREASURE your health... do NOT jeopardize it in any way. You are in no danger (right now) but I swear to you, I *WILL* come after you if ANYTHING like last night ever happens again. Do NOT respond to this, Do filter me from your email from uclug so you will not be tempted to say anything, and make like I don't even exist. This is your ONE AND ONLY warning. If you like, DO ask the authorities for advice... they will tell you; "We could talk to him but he does sound like a loose cannon, leave him alone!". Extremely good advice. That's *all* you need to do, young punk... forget that I even exist. 

Wow.  I couldn’t believe what I was reading.  A quick comparison of the email headers of cougars earlier messages and this one revealed that they had in fact originated from the same computer using an IP address of 66.169.10.200 – I also performed a quick google search for the yahoo email address and found a posting made to ZDNet which used that email address and the user identified himself as “cougar”.

It became terribly obvious that this guy was a few cans short of a six pack.  However I was not prepared to back down because at this point I was actually getting ticked off at the neverending immaturity of cougar.  So I decided to respond with full force:

Cougar,

I've taken a lot of time this morning to consider what I will do about your threatening email.  Obviously I've decided to respond despite your advice to the contrary.  Below is what I have to say:

1) Grow up. It's an internet mailing list.  There are things worth getting getting pissed off about and there even some things worth dying for in this life - this is NOT one of them.

2) Grow up. I've noticed that starting last night I've suddenly started receiving confirmation emails for memberships to various mailing lists specializing in activities attractive to a small percentage of Cathloic Priests.  I would suggest that you cease and desist this activity immediately or I will be FORCED to take action.

3) Grow up. The reason this started is because of the way YOU act on that list.  You act as if everybody there OWES you an answer when you ask a question.  Most of the emails I received about you specifically mentioned that your insistence for answers on the same day combined with your inability to use a simple search engine has caused them to either begin ignoring your posts or to filter them straight to the trash.

4) Get some soap on a rope.  The originating IP address attached to your normal emails match the originating IP address of the email I'm responding to.  I've already distributed this information to a few people that I can trust in the event that anything happens (assuming that you survive and I dont) and I suspect it won't be hard to track you down given that information.  Charter will be only more than happy to supply your billing information when presented with a nice little warrant.

5) Find another Linux Users Group.  If I hear so much as a peep out of you - I will distribute the contents of your email along with the appropriate headers to the list.  I seriously doubt your "membership" will last too much longer should that occur.

The moral of the story:  If anybody should be pissed off it should be me.  I'm not the one writing emails calling people a "cunt" and "punk kid behind a keyboard".  But thats the difference between you and me - I'm able to clearly understand that flamewars on the internet != reality.  It seems to me that since you are unable to win the war of words - you've resorted to physical violence instead.

So kindly fuck off,

J

To put it bluntly:  I was pissed off.  Unforunately cougar did not take my advice and decided to reply to my message in vain.  The result of his reply is of course the construction of this account….

Date: Fri, 6 Dec 2002 13:12:46 -0800 (PST)
From: Doberman Lover <doberman_2000_us@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: A warning and promise for you
To: jaylittle@jaylittle.com

*YOU* weren't even addressed in any of my posts this
week... *YOU* shot off *YOUR* mouth... *YOU* came
looking for a fight... and *YOU* provoked it.  Have a
(sic) nice day.

It appears that the merry go round never ends with this guy.  The intent of this email is a bit fuzzy however as it appears that cougar, having realized that it was pretty simple to figure out who it came from, has calmed down a bit.  He still doesn’t make any sense but that’s beside the point as that’s pretty much become par for the course now.  My response follows:

Forget about this week.  I'm talking about the last year and a half. Anyway as I recall you didn't specifically address anybody in your posts this past week however the fact that you are able to claim "you" found the solution to your problem when in fact its pretty much the same solution I gave you earlier - finally pushed me over the edge.

We had it out in September - its obvious that we aren't compatible people.  So be it.  But your indignant "somebody owes me an answer" attitude has got to stop.  If you want technical support - go pay redhat or mandrake to give it to you.  UCLUG is a community that likes to help its members out on occasion and discuss linux related topics - not a resource which can be assumed to be 100% at your disposal.  Next time you don't get an answer - don't throw a temper tantrum.

Anyway if you still plan to torture and murder me - could you wait at least two weeks?  I've got a couple of badass christmas parties which I would like to attend and I feel that I would be unable to do that if for some reason I should be dead.  I hear being dead really turns off the ladies.

So now you have a choice:  (1) Wise up and let this thing go or (2) Continue to take this seriously and make it a real issue in which I case I suspect that one of us will not live to see next week.  If you persist with option #2, I will have no choice but to do my best to see that such events do not come to pass.

J

P.S. You got my street address wrong.  Feel free to come and visit and you'll see why dumbass.

Cougar didn’t bother responding to this email.  At this point I went ahead and provided an earlier version of the composition to the moderators of the UCPCUG and UCLUG mailing lists for their review.  Soon after I noticed that cougar had signed online using his yahoo instant messenger account.  I IMed him and our conversation is as follows:

Session Start (Yahoo! - darkgamorck:doberman_2000_us): Sat Dec 07 14:00:01 2002
darkgamorck: well well well
darkgamorck: look who it is
darkgamorck: hmmmm... cat got your tounge cougar?
darkgamorck: figures.  you talk alot of trash over email
darkgamorck: but you dont have the balls to respond to an IM?
darkgamorck: I just checked out your profile on yahoo
darkgamorck: I didnt know your real name was cougar
darkgamorck: Anyway cute page you got there
darkgamorck: Its not hard to figure out who you are now...
darkgamorck: Your last name might be smith
darkgamorck: you obviously work at a place that specializes in K9 training - there are only 4 of those in Gville
darkgamorck: and based upon your shared yahoo interests I at least have an idea of what you look like
darkgamorck: my advice:  let it go
darkgamorck: thats all I have to say on the matter
darkgamorck: good day
doberman_2000_us: NO! *YOU LET IT GO!!! *THAT* IS ALL YOU MUST DO! YOU STARTED IT... I'LL BE THE ONE TO FINISH!!!! 
Session Close (doberman_2000_us): Sat Dec 07 16:13:29 2002

At this point I sent another email to cougar in an effort to put an end to this:

If you want this to end right now no questions asked - apologize for your threatening email.  That’s all I ask - otherwise this will continue for as long as it takes.

J

He then responded:

Date: Sat, 7 Dec 2002 13:16:36 -0800 (PST)
From: Doberman Lover <doberman_2000_us@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: A warning and promise for you
To: Jay Little <jaylittle@jaylittle.com>

APOLOGIZE?????? HELL NO!!! THIS IS *YOUR* little war!
You started it and drew 1st blood! ALL you have to do for me to forget about this is for YOU to shut your god damned mouth! Simple and easy, It will be a cold day in hell before I would apologize to you and you are damn lucky I am giving YOU a chance to end it MY way..., by shutting your sorry mouth!  

I finally decided to put this thing down for good so I composed what I sincerely hope will be my final email to cougar:

Fine.  This will be my final email or form of communication to you EVER.  However I've composed a full record detailing this "flame war" and your associated threats from beginning to end.  This composition has been provided to the list moderators of both the UCLUG and UCPCUG mailing lists.  If you would like to read it yourself:

http://www.jaylittle.com/downloads/cougar.rtf
http://www.jaylittle.com/downloads/cougar.doc

From this point on in my eyes - you DO NOT EXIST.  You are obviously not worth the small amount of time I have wasted on  you already.  I am in no hurry to waste anymore of it.  Based on my actions above I would say its likely that you will find yourself without a linux mailing list to lean on in short order.  I'm sorry it has to be this way - but you gave me no choice in the matter.  Fortunately this will make it that much easier for us to avoid one another and is probably for this best.

J

P.S.  For future reference: It's the internet - it is NOT REAL.

And for now – so ends the saga of cougar.  Funnily enough I found out somewhere along the way that cougar was indeed his REAL first name.  You can check out the particulars at: http://profiles.yahoo.com/doberman_2000_us

For those of you reading this – you should at least take something away from it.  That something could be any number of themes present in this composition but I personally think that it comes down to three things of value:

	The internet is NOT reality.  Yeah sometimes it gets pretty hot and heavy out there but the bottom line is that none of it is real.  Some people are in desperate need of revelation on this topic (cougar included)


	Idiocy knows no bounds.  Some people are just looking for an excuse and some people just can’t help but to attract trouble.  Cougar is a one of the former and I obviously am one of the latter.   Those types of people don’t typically get along real well as can be demonstrated above.


	If you can’t win the war of words – shut the hell up.  I think this point pretty much speaks for itself.


Cheers,

Jay Little
http://www.jaylittle.com
jaylittle@jaylittle.com

